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1.97 MB. MAGIX Sound Forge Audio Cleaning Lab is a specialized tool to facilitate digitization,

cleaning, and recovery of sound. The program offers a set of specific tools, including theÂ ability to
identify and remove various noise sources, such as water ripples, spikes and buzzes, as well as voice
artifacts. Users will also appreciate the program's ability to restore lost informationÂ in audio files.

MAGIX Sound Forge Audio Cleaning Lab provides powerful sound editing features, such as cutting,
compressing, mixing and expanding sounds. The application also enables users to enhance the audio

and create 3D sound effects. The Sound Forge Audio Cleaning Lab requires users to have an operating
system that supports theÂ WindowsÂ operating system,Â WindowsÂ 7 Pro or later. In addition, the
application must be compatible with a specific version of theÂ WindowsÂ operating system. In fact,

some of the most high-quality tools are hidden inside this program. This version of the MAGIX Sound
Forge Audio Cleaning Lab. Special Features. MAGIX Sound Forge Audio Cleaning Lab will ensure

the cleanest audio files and maximize sound quality when exporting as much as possible. Click here to
read our recommendations for this collection, hand-picked by our editors! MAGIX Sound Forge
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Audio Cleaning Lab is a specialized tool to facilitate digitization, cleaning, and recovery of sound. The
program offers a set of specific tools, including theÂ ability to identify and remove various noise

sources, such as water ripples, spikes and buzzes, as well as voice artifacts. Users will also appreciate
the program's ability to restore lost informationÂ in audio files. MAGIX Sound Forge Audio Cleaning

Lab provides powerful sound editing features, such as cutting, compressing, mixing and expanding
sounds. The application also enables users to enhance the audio and create 3D sound effects. The
Sound Forge Audio Cleaning Lab requires users to have an operating system that supports theÂ
WindowsÂ operating system,Â WindowsÂ 7 Pro or later. In addition, the application must be

compatible with a specific version of theÂ WindowsÂ operating system. In fact, some of the most
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